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*all in the best possible taste
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Like all
the best
stories...
...it started down the pub.
The Junction Tavern beer garden,
in NW5, to be precise. It was there,
on one of their many lost evenings,
that our founders, George Rice and
Johnny Bradshaw, found themselves
pondering a serious question.
What would be the perfect snack to
accompany their recently ordered pint of
real ale and glass of red Bordeaux? It had
to be a delicious taste complement to these
fine beverages; but it also had to provide
proper sustenance to power the boys
through to their late dinner.
Several packets of crisps, nuts and
scratchings later, the boys agreed that it
had to be something more serious. They
hit on the concept of a “Posh Peperami.” It
could only be made with top quality British
charcuterie, they decided. This would be

real food – satisfying, full of flavour and
better for you than any existing pub snack.
The very next day, Serious Pig was born.

“the concept of a ‘Posh
Peperami’ was hatched.
‘Serious Pig’ was born the
very next day!”
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seriously good

Snacking Salami
This is where it all began. Our original
classic now also comes with a chilli and
paprika twist. Both these authentic salamis
are made from top quality British pork,
with a careful blend of herbs and spices.
Just like Peperami, but much posher. And
much, much nicer. Recipient of a Guild of
Fine Food Great Taste Award.

Snackingham
Perfect for sharing. The finest British
pork is infused with a special blend of
herbs and spices, cured and air-dried in
the traditional way, before being sliced to
produce a seriously tasty bite-sized snack.
High in protein, low in fat – and way
more satisfying than a bag of crisps.
Recipient of a Guild of Fine Food Great
Taste Award.
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Baked nuts
We love nuts, they’re the dependable snack,
a reassuring and satisfying savoury friend.

Snackling

Given much of the success of snacking on
nuts is thanks to their dusting of salt, we
thought why settle for just any salt? That
question took us on a journey to find the
best salt we could possibly find and
eventually led us to Cornish Sea Salt Co.
and their incredibly pure, complex and
intense sea salt.

Our latest invention. Not fatty, fried
scratchings, but proper, crispy pork
crackling – oven roasted to achieve a
beautiful golden colour and a rich flavour
that is full of delicious porkiness. All
from just 3 simple ingredients: pork, sea
salt and olive oil. Not yet a recipient of a
Guild of Fine Food Great Taste Award,
as we haven’t had the opportunity to
win yet!

Snacking cheese
We’ve reinvented the wheel... of cheese!

Snackling with apple
Pork and apple have long been friends.
Salt and sweet have a solid track record
too. So here for you, our discerning
customer, a delicious collision of salty
oven roasted pork crackling and sweet
chunks of crunchy red apple. Open up
and savour our new snack invention.

Whole virgin wheel of mature Italian
quattrocento cheese. Crumbled and
baked in a super special oven. The result:
A seriously crunchy 100% cheese snack
that’s off the chart tasty. It’s a snacking
game changer, mark our words.
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Team & HQ
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obsessive.
inventive.
obsessive.
Discerning.
obsessive.
Ok so we’re a little bit obsessive. In a good way.
We have to be if we’re going to satisfy the
most discerning of tastes. And make no mistake,
that is why we’re here.
So we source our high quality pork from the very
best, British farms; and we ensure that our curing,
roasting and packaging processes are rigorous.
We also obsess over the quality, taste and texture
of our products: trying all number of blends of
herbs and spices before approving the right flavour
profile for our Paprika and Chilli Snacking Salami;
and testing half a dozen versions of salty and not
so salty Snackling before arriving at the perfect
saltiness quotient.
Our obsession also means that we’re always on the
lookout for the next big thing. We’re consumed with
the idea of improving people’s taste experiences*

*when we’re not making maps of the UK with salami
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one day...
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Circle of life,
2018
Alexander Calder
The fourth plinth

…there will be a salami shaped revolution!
And here is our manifesto*

*Pst….it’s accidentally not too dissimilar to Andre Breton’s Surrealist manifesto from 1924

The Physical Impossibility of Hunger in the Mind of Someone with Pepperoni, 2018
Private collection
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today...

Go well with...
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THIS. THIS. THAT. THIS.
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THIS. THIS.

maybe
even this?

definitely
this.
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We don’t
piggyback.
we invent.
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My Peckham with

George Rice
Home is...
Luckily for me not only do I work
in Peckham* but I also live here. It’s
London in micro; the haves, the havenots, the old, the young, the cool, the
not so cool, and every single colour and
race from around the world. I love it.

Best pub...
There’s a good selection of pubs and
bars in Peckham, obviously they all
sell Serious Pig! Our favourite for an
after work Friday pint is the taproom
of Brick Brewery where the beer is as
fresh as it can possibly be.

Favourite shop...
It has to be Khan’s Bargains. If it’s
not sold there, it’s not been invented!
Seriously, people make special visits to
Peckham to go to Khan’s.

If you could have a pint and a
bag of Snackling there with
anyone, who would it be?
Tough question. Music is important
to me and I’d love to chat with someone
who’s lived and worked through so
many different periods. David Bowie
was a local lad and he would have been
an amazing man to have a pint with in
Brick. He was also a man of great taste,
so I bet he’d have loved Snackling too.

What do you collect?
I had an inconvenient obsession with
chairs once but, for space reasons, that
had to stop. Nowadays I like a good
bit of cutlery. My wife brought me a
hand-made knife with a walnut handle
from Blenheim Forge for my birthday
last year and I really cherish it. It’s pure
craftsmanship and makes chopping
onions something to look forward to.

If you were going on a long
train journey, who would you
want to sit next to?
If I’m going on a journey, it has to
be with Steve Coogan and a couple of
our special edition Caraway & Juniper
Snacking Salamis.
What would you talk about?
It’s all about the detail with Steve.
You watch him with Brydon when
they talk about impressions, the subtle
nuances. They’re both totally obsessed
about getting it exactly right and that’s
what drives them. It’s almost like
they’re talking about cooking – getting
the seasoning just right until they really
nail it.

a triumph of function over form! A bit
like our Snacking Salamis…

Apart from Serious Pig, what
else have you invented?
I had a dabble a few years back with
furniture design and put together a
range of metal tables that embodied
efficient design. I’m more an engineer
than a designer, though, so they were

You mean Eau de Cochon Sérieux?
What smells better than bacon frying?
I rest my case.

Are you really serious about
the perfume?

*According to The Sunday Times on
19th March 2017 “The best place to live
in London”
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a brand
with ambition

Yeah seriously.
We’ve worked it all out.
We need a drone + an inflatable pig
+ a license to use the airspace over
a field in Buckinghamshire + a risk
assessment.
But we are definitely going to do it.
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a brand with
a following
Charlotte A.

Serious Pig Fix!
To: Serious Pig

24 September 2015

Plus

Free

club
Seriously

Limited Edition
monocle

Join now

Hiya,
I bought a snack pack
on a flight recently whic
h was hosting your Sala
It was amazing!
mi :)
Where can I get my han
ds on some to share with
show to my friends?
Need a seriouspig fix,
other salamis just won
’t cut it!
Heelllppp!
Kind regards
Charlotte
11 June 2014

Sharon F.

ding

Serious Pig for my wed
To: Serious Pig

Hi there
I wish to enquire

hase your serious
as to whether I can purc

we would
Friday (20th June) and
I am getting married next
for our guests.
to have as bar snacks
Could you advise if this

is possible and

roll up.
roll up..
Serious

pig salamis directly?
like to buy about 70 of

ld be and delivery
if so what the price wou

the salamis

ly news.

details?

Many thanks
Sharon

Brewdog’s
An
General Ma nual
yhem

James B.

I want to…blame you…
To: Serious Pig

I want to…blame you…

We were
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punk, 30,00
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Over the
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rest

5 January 2015

eat you…I am lost - as

you are so bloody goo
d!
So we walk into a pub
around King’s Cross that
serves our favourite tippl
expecting anything exce
e. Neither my mate Bria
ptional - the usual - noth
n or I were
ing out the ordinary. We
noticed a lovely coloured
order up a couple of drin
blue and yellow packet
ks and
with “SERIOUS PIG” past
that are pig-related and
ed on the top. Now I love
in the pub I usually expe
all things
ct something deep fried
purchased your bag of
: pigs knuckles, etc. or
“SNACKINGHAM – Clas
hea
vy. When I
sic” - boy was I wrong!
I had a slow-motion mom
ent that some would call
enlightenment as soon
was greeted with a soft,
as I put my hands in your
warmth of beautiful mea
wrapper. I
t that was pornographic
the smell, oooowwww…
for meat lovers – the love
everything else around
ly texture,
me disappeared. As soon
watering mouth I explode
as I put a small morsel
d with joy! Thank you,
in
my
thank you, thank you.
PIG! God you are goo
I want to quit my job and
d. I could go on about
join SERIOUS
the fantastic flavour but
there is no point as I just
want MORE…!
Yours most sincerely

By pledging your allegiance to club Seriously
you’ll get your mitts on a whole load of Serious
Pig merchandise and Seriously porky perks.

James
17 February 2017

Andy C.

TWITTER x4
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Serious man-cave deco
To: Serious Pig

Dear Sir / Madam
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ge into a home bar for
myself and relied on
ugh converting my gara
work
thro
the
way
all
out
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ently
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attached pdf file.)
lay my bar
me decorate and disp
ld be kind enough to help
case in the
ks I wondered if you wou
my bar which I can show
nd
arou
s
logo
As a big fan of your snac
your
to have
may have. I would love
with any products you
ily / friends.
magazine and to my fam
Many thanks for taking
Kind Regards
Andy

the time

ing to my email.
to reading and respond

As a member, you’ll get to hear about all our
latest news and events before anyone else.
exclusive offers, deals and recommendations
from us and ALL our friends.
Our friends at Domino Records have compiled
a playlist of records for all our Serious Pig
members to perfectly complement their salami
eating experience.

TWITTER x4

JOIN NOW AT SERIOUSPIG.LONDON/CLUBSERIOUSly

club Serio
usly

MEMBER
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Where you’ll find us
What people
say about us
“I’ve known the Serious Pig team for a
couple of years and have watched them
lead a revolution that’s close to BrewDog’s
heart – similar to how we make craft beer,
Serious Pig is passionate about craft meat.
I’ve got high hopes that they’re the ones
ready to seriously lead the snacking
revolution.”
James Watt, Founder BrewDog

HQ

“We can’t speak highly enough of George
and what he’s created with Serious Pig.
He’s really delivering a top-notch
selection that fills a gap that really
needed filling, so to speak. The Snackling
in particular we’re big fans of - combined
with a dipping sauce and a can of something
fruity from our extensive beer range,
it really does the job. And, being Peckham
residents ourselves, it’s great to support a
local business like George’s. We can’t
wait to see what he comes up with next!”
Glen Williams and Jen Ferguson - Owners, Hop Burns
and Black Shop & Tasting Room

Rolling Stones Rider

*one day

HQ

“Serious Pig has been seriously popular
ever since it first appeared in our Food
Halls in 2011. The flavours are fantastic,
the quality always exceptional.”
Tara Kaur, Fortnum & Mason

“When we became acquainted with
Serious Pig, and got to know more about
the care and attention George puts into
the production of his products, we pretty
quickly felt that his was a brand that
would feel at home in The Southampton
Arms. As a truly tasty treat with a pint
of ale or cider, you can’t get much better
than a Snacking Salami or bag of
Snackingham - our customers certainly
think so.”
Pete Holt - Owner, Southampton Arms

WE’RE ALL EARS
AT SERIOUS PIG
020 7732 7979
serious@seriouspig.co.uk
seriouspig.london
Serious Pig Ltd.
Arch 221
42 Blenheim Grove
London SE15 4QL
@seriouspigofficial
@seriouspig
/seriouspig

